
UBANG reaches 10 years! 
We celebrate this with a special 
CELEBRATION 10 collection, 
chockfull of confetti, bunting, 
cake, gifts, little surprises – and 
as always packed with both 
cute and dangerous animals. 
UBANG’s classic, the Elephant 
shirt with the trunk sleeve, is 
presented in a special golden 
birthday edition. The rest of the 
Autumn-Winter 2016 Collection 
is also brimming with festivity.

The elephant – now with fluttering ears
UBANG loves elephants! This season we launch the elephant classic with trunk sleeve in a new gold 
confetti print edition. The shirt is accompanied by a winter-warm quilted dress with an elephant smile on 
the tummy and large fluttering elephant ears as sleeves. The new girls’ collection also comprises a confetti 
blouse, a golden giraffe dress, a skirt festooned with flags, and a new peacock jacket. Here the friendly 
peacock peeps out while it proudly displays its colourful tail feathers …

UBANG celebrates its 10th birthday!
Come party with the Autumn-Winter 2016 Collection: #CELEBRATION 10

babblechat

Primarily organic cotton
Take good care of our Earth until we grow up!
UBANG products are – to the widest possible extent – made from organic cotton from a GOTS certified 
producer. Furthermore, UBANG designs are marked with Oeko-Tex® – the consumer’s guarantee that there 
are no harmful chemical residues in the textiles.
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A shirt that bites
The boys may charm the world in a new shirt with 
confetti print, replete with UBANG animals, stars, 
and dots. At the same time our old friend Monkey 
swings through a confetti forest on another one of 
the new shirts. In other new designs the crocodile 
lies complacently across the shoulders, the snake 
coils contentedly along the neckline, and the 
hippo stands guard with its mouth open, ready 
to bite! The new hoodie also bares its teeth, grrr! 
The boys’ collection also includes navy and grey 
melange trousers and warm, quilted, navy winter 
dungarees.

A warm and snug baby in a party mood
Baby is also invited to our party. The CELEBRATION 
10 collection includes a lovely baby jumper decorated 
with cakes and bunting. And the pelican shirt – well, 
the pelican has a little birthday present in its beak 
.What can it be? The baby collection also comprises 
confetti-print body stockings, cat dresses, and, of 
course, plenty of warm elephant onesies.

Birthday party – also in your socks!
UBANG thinks that socks should invite to play 
and fun. That is why Talkie Walkie Socks are always 
available in sizes 17-42. In the CELEBRATION 10 
collection the playful socks are joined by cake 
socks with vibrant layers, with lit candles around 
the ankles; space ship socks with space aliens 
on weightless excursions; crocodile and ladybird 
socks; and a definite hit for delicate girls’ feet: 
gold-coloured unicorn socks. The tights in the 
collection encourage playfulness and enjoyment, 
both the new items with confetti print and the 
classics like the ballerina tights and the ones with 
the snake coiled around the leg …

Need more? 
Find additional atmospheric pictures and pack shots of the entire collection at 
www.ubang.dk/pages/press - login: PLAY
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